
She wasn't looking for them...they simply found her.





MEETS





Never in a million years did Kiersten Parsons Hathcock—a Shark Tank–winning entrepreneur and mom of two—think she
would suddenly start channeling children in spirit at the age of thirty-six. She never expected that, while she was
helping them reveal the secrets of their deaths, they would help her see dark and painful secrets buried in her own
psyche.

As a skeptic and firm believer in science, she struggled with her newfound intuitive skills and the reason they were
coming to light. She powered through fear to reach out to strangers and police detectives, like NYPD Detective Mark
Pucci, with the messages she received. After receiving two years of validation that what she was experiencing was
real, helping families and law enforcement became a mission. It had to be——the kids were coming to her for help. But  
questions remained: Why were they coming to her? And why did so many of them talk of sexual abuse they endured in
their lifetimes?

Her question would soon be answered when memories of childhood sexual abuse came flooding back into view. But it
would take leaving her eighteen-year marriage——and falling into the arms of a charming man who turned out to be an
abusive predator——for her to understand the other reason that the kids were coming to her. 

Outline

While Kiersten’s late-in-life mediumship ability is extraordinary, the wounds she’d buried that led her on a toxic path is a story
many abuse survivors can relate to. Little Voices vividly inspires everyone to explore their own patterns, uncover their hidden
pain, and trust their intuition in order to rise from the ashes.

She wasn't just helping them——they were on a mission to save her life. 



Shovel in hand, staring at the
hundred-year-old oak tree, Kiersten
knew this was by far the hardest thing
she had to do. She had to keep going
for the little blond girl in spirit
and her parents who were still
grieving her disappearance. And for
her own broken heart thinking about
what the little girl endured at the
hands of sexual predators. No stranger
to hard work as a self-taught
carpenter and furniture designer, she
dug up hard-packed soil under the hot
California sun until it was too dark
to see....
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Jason
23-year-old - Tall, dark
haired (actual photo of
Jason included below)

 

 

Nate
13-year-old with dark hair

(actual photo of Nate
included below)

Carrie
Eight-year-old blond girl 

(actual photo of Carrie NOT included
for privacy and protection)

 





Carrie was kidnapped and
killed in the 1970s at the
age of 8. She was murdered
by a pedophile/predator

who also has connections to
many pedophile rings across
the US. Related cases are
still under investigation.

 
Names, dates, and locations

have been changed for
privacy and protection.

 
The following pages are

from Chapter 2: Awakening.
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Carrie's case led to

evidence that connected
many cases. I do not talk
about the details publicly
as many are still under

investigation. 



NOTE: Amy has agreed to write the foreword for Kiersten's next book. The story of Pam connecting with
Kiersten—and the friendship that transpired—will be included in the book. 

Pam 

Pam was 22-years-old when she was murdered by her boyfriend.

This tragic event happened eleven years ago. In 2022, Pam visited Kiersten in spirit after
international bestselling author, Amy B. Scher, and Kiersten connected on Instagram. Amy reached out to
Kiersten to tell her how happy she was to be connected to her and went on to say that she felt their
connection——and the timing of the connection——might be a sign from her cousin, Pam. With no prior
knowledge of Pam or her case, Kiersten told Amy that she would happily do the best she could to channel
messages from Pam to Amy. Unbeknownst to Kiersten, the day she passed the messages to Amy was the
anniversary of Pam's death.

Amy shared a testimonial with me (below). It tells the brief story of what transpired...and how the
messages Pam passed through Kiersten affected Amy's life and book project.

“As an author, random people find me all the time. But on the eleventh
anniversary of my younger cousin’s murder—and as I struggled to finish
the novel inspired by her death—I wondered if a new connection I had
on Instagram meant something. Kiersten Hathcock, my new friend, is a
volunteer medium who helps solve cold cases of murdered children.
Through a flurry of DMs, she delivered clear messages with no prior
knowledge of my cousin’s case: stairs, a shovel, something I should dig
for. I followed the leads, and after almost a decade of working on my
novel, I had the answers I needed to finish it.” 

AMY B SCHER
Bestselling Author of This is How I Save My Life

 



High profiile 
 missing

persons case in
partnership
with Mark
Pucci, NYC
Detective. 

 
 

Mark Pucci
publicly
credits

Kiersten with
saving his life
because of her
work on this

case. 
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High profile case involving the murder of an
American girl outside of the US  
In early 2022, Kiersten received information from a teenager in spirit
regarding the location of her remains in a different country. This case
is ongoing and will be investigated via the National Institute for Law
and Justice. 

Most of the questions in the case have been answered with the exception
of where her remains were hidden. This is the information that was
shared with Kiersten.


